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Oscillatory behavior of the magnetic anisotropy energy in Cu„100…/Con multilayer systems
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The oscillatory behavior of the magnetic-anisotropy energy in different types of Con multilayers on a
Cu~100! substrate, including free surfaces, capped surfaces, and Co/Cu spacer systems, is shown in terms ofab
initio–like calculations using the self-consistent fully relativistic spin-polarized screened Korringa-Kohn-
Rostoker method. Deduced from direct representations and discrete~linear! Fourier transformations with re-
spect to the number of Co layers, a period of two monolayers seems to be characteristic for these oscillations,
whereas for a given number of Co layers and viewed with respect to the number of Cu-spacer layers they
rapidly approach the value of the magnetic anisotropy energy for the corresponding Con multilayer on Cu~100!
with a semi-infinite Cu cap, the so-called biased value. By excluding the so-called preasymptotic regime a
short and a long period of 2.5 and 5.5 monolayers, respectively, can be traced for the oscillations with respect
to the number of Cu-spacer layers. All types of oscillations, namely, either with respect to the number of Co
layers or with respect to the number of Cu-spacer layers, are analyzed in terms of layer-resolved band-energy
contributions to the magnetic-anisotropy energy. Such a layerwise distribution of the magnetic-anisotropy
energy allows one not only to characterize different regimes of thicknesses, but also to discuss the effect of the
actual interface on the absolute values of the magnetic-anisotropy energy, shown in particular by considering
a system with Co/Au interfaces.@S0163-1829~97!07845-4#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The oscillatory behavior of interface exchange coupl
has been responsible for some experiments but also f
~at the beginning rather contradictory! discussion of the
asymptotic limit of these oscillations.1,2 The magnetic-
anisotropy energy, namely, the energy difference betwee
in-plane and a perpendicular orientation of the magnetiza
in magnetic multilayer systems, however, seemed to be
marily only of theoretical interest in the discussion of t
reorientation transition of free surfaces3 and its anomalous
behavior in the case of capped surfaces.4 Although it is fairly
obvious to expect that also physical quantities other t
interface exchange coupling, related in general to two diff
ent orientations of the magnetization in a multilayer syste
show an oscillatory behavior, only very recently Cinal a
Edwards5 discussed oscillations of the magnet
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crystalline anisotropy in Co/Pd structures using a~param-
etrized! Slater-Koster tight-binding formalism6,7 and a corre-
sponding perturbative treatment for the spin-orbit couplin8

By expressing the magnetic-anisotropy energyea in terms of
the anisotropy constantsK1 and K2, ea5 K1cos2d
1K2sin2d cos2w , whered andw are the polar and the azi
muthal angle of the direction of the magnetic moment w
respect to the surface normal, respectively, they find osc
tions with respect to the layer thickness. According to th
theory for a fcc~100! surface, the second coefficient shou
vanish exactly. Their results forK1 are indications of an
oscillatory behavior of the magnetic-anisotropy energy w
respect to the number of layers in a magnetic multilayer s
tem on a ~100! substrate. Very recently Druzˇinić and
Hübner9 investigated the properties of the magnet
anisotropy energy for free-standing chains of Fe adatom
terms of a parametric model and found oscillations with
14 036 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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TABLE I. Investigated multilayer systems.

n, number of m, number of
System Case Co layers spacer laye

Cu~100!/Con free surfaces 1<n<15 0
Cu~100!/Con/Cu~100! capped surfaces 1<n<15 0
Cu~100!/AuConAu/Cu~100! 1<n<15 0
Cu~100!/ConCumCon/Cu~100! spacer systems 1<n<15 3

1,4,6 1<m<15
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spect to an even or odd number of Fe atoms. Almost sim
taneously with these two papers a generalization of
Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-Yosida~RKKY ! interaction was
presented,10 predicting spatial oscillations of indirect RKKY
exchange in the direction perpendicular to layers with a
riodicity of the oscillations of exactly the double-interlay
spacing.

In the present paper the oscillatory behavior of t
magnetic-anisotropy energy with respect to the numbe
Co layers is shown for free surfaces of Con on Cu~100! and
for Con multilayers sandwiched by Cu~100!. In order to in-
vestigate the influence of the Co/Cu interface on this beh
ior, a special case is considered in which the actual Co
interface is replaced by a Co/Au interface, sandwiched, h
ever, again by Cu~100!. In particular, also oscillations of th
magnetic-anisotropy energy with respect to the numbe
spacer layers in Con multilayer systems with a Cu space
namely, in systems of the type Cu~100!/ConCumCon/
Cu~100!, are presented.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II a short su
mary of the theoretical aspects and computational detai
given. In Sec. III the results of the present investigations
presented and discussed. A conclusion finally summar
the main results in Sec. IV.

II. THEORETICAL ASPECTS
AND COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

The fully relativistic spin-polarized version3 of the
screened Korringa-Kohn-Rostoker method11 for layered
systems12 is applied to calculate self-consistently the ele
tronic structure and the magnetic properties of~a! free sur-
faces of Con on Cu~100!, ~b! semi-infinitely capped surfaces
and ~c! systems with a Cu spacer, whereby all interlay
distances refer to a fcc ‘‘parent lattice’’13 corresponding to
the experimental lattice spacing of Cu~no surface or inter-
face relaxations!.

In particular, the cases investigated are summarized
Table I. For each system in Table I, first the electronic a
magnetic structures of the magnetic configuration co
sponding to an in-plane orientation of the magnetization
calculated self-consistently using 45ki points in the irreduc-
ible part of the surface Brillouin zone~ISBZ! and the local
density functional form of Ref. 14. The self-consistent lay
resolved effective potentialsVp

e f f(r ) and effective magneti-
zation fieldsBp

e f f(r ) obtained in the spin-polarized Kohn
Sham-Dirac Hamiltonian~see, e.g., Ref. 15!,

H~r !5a–p1bmc21Vp
e f f~r !1bSzBp

e f f~r !, ~1!
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a i5S 0 s i

s i 0 D , b5S I 2 0

0 2I 2
D ,

S i5S s i 0

0 s i
D , I 25S 1 0

0 1D , ~2!

where thes i are the Pauli~spin! matrices and the indexp
refers to a particular layer, are then used to evaluate
magnetic-anisotropy energyea(n,m),

ea~n,m!5Ea~n,m!1Edd~n,m!, ~3!

Ea~n,m!5Ea
i ~n,m!2Ea

'~n,m!,

Edd~n,m!5Edd
i ~n,m!2Edd

' ~n,m!. ~4!

Here Ea(n,m) is the difference in the band energie
Edd(n,m) is the difference in the magnetic dipole-dipole i
teraction energies with respect to auniform in-plane and a
perpendicular to the plane orientation of the magnetization
all planes of atoms, respectively, andn andm, as indicated
in Table I refer to the number of Co and Cu-spacer laye
respectively. All band-energy differences presented in t
paper were evaluated within the force theorem approxim
tion ~see in particular Ref. 16! by using 990ki points in the
ISBZ and by applying the group-theoretic methods descri
in Ref. 3. In all cases considered, the convergence
Ea(n,m) with respect to the appliedki mesh in the ISBZ was
checked by using in turn 325, 465, 630, and 990ki points. It
was found that already 325ki points would be sufficient to
give an essentially correct description of the oscillatory b
havior of the magnetic-anisotropy energy.

In previous studies17,18 of the magnetic-anisotropy energ
of magnetic multilayer systems, layer-resolved band-ene
differencesEa

p(n,m),

Ea~n,m!5 (
p51

P

Ea
p~n,m!, ~5!

wherep is the layer index andP the total number of layers
in the intermediate region,12 i.e., the total number of layers
between the perfect~nonmagnetic! semiinfinite regions,
proved to be extremely illustrative for a discussion of t
effects occurring. In the present study the intermediate
gion for the multilayer systems listed in Table I comprises
least two layers of Cu as a buffer to the semi-infinite Cu~100!
substrate and, in the case of free surfaces, two vacuum la
as a buffer to the semi-infinite vacuum. For example, in
multilayer system of the type Cu~100!/AuConAu/Cu~100!
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the intermediate region is characterized by a layer seque
CuqAuConAuCuq with q>2 .

In order to show the range of the oscillations with resp
to the number of spacer layers, it is useful to relateEa(n,m)
to the so-called biased valueEa(n,`),

DEa~n,m!5Ea~n,m!2Ea~n,`!, ~6!

Ea~n,`!52Ea~n,0!, ~7!

whereEa(n,0) corresponds to the respective Con multilayer
on Cu~100! with a semi-infinite Cu cap.

In principle, the oscillatory behavior ofEa(n,m) with re-
spect to either the number of Co layersn or the number of
Cu-spacer layersm can be analyzed in terms of a discre
~linear! Fourier transform. By keeping, for example, th
number of Cu-spacer layersm constant such a Fourier tran
formation with respect to the number of Co layersn is de-
fined by

F~q;m!5
1

N(
n51

N

v~n!eiqnEa~n,m!, ~8!

where, in analogy to the form used in order to describe
oscillatory behavior of interface exchange coupling,19,20 a
prefactor v(n)5n2 is applied. The positionsqi of pro-
nounced maxima ofuF(q;m)u then describe the periods o
the oscillations. Furthermore, a discrete Fourier transform
Ea(n,m) with respect to a reference level can be defined

DF~q;m!5
1

N(
n51

N

v~n!eiqn@Ea~n,m!2^Ea~m!&#, ~9!

where^Ea(m)&, e.g., is given by the mean value

^Ea~m!&5
1

N(
n51

N

Ea~n,m!. ~10!

Inspecting again Table I, one can see that for matter
consistency and comparison for all systems eithern or m is
restricted to 15. For the spacer systems Cu~100!/
ConCumCon/Cu~100! the set ofEa(n,m) was augmented by
calculations form.15 using the so-called frozen potenti
approximation,16 namely, by using for a given value ofn the
~self-consistent! layer-resolved potentials and effective fiel
in Eq. ~1! of the correspondingm515 case and repeating th
central Cu-spacer layer. For Cu~100!/Con/Cu~100! an
equivalent procedure was applied by repeating the centra
layer.

In checking the validity of the frozen potential approx
mation for one particular case, namely forn54 andm518,
it was found that a determination of the band part of
anisotropy energy based on self-consistent layer-resolved
tentials and effective magnetization fields yielded a value
0.242 meV as compared to a value of 0.249 meV when us
the frozen potential approximation. At least for systems w
a reasonably thick spacer the frozen potential approxima
seems to yield quite reliable results.
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Oscillations with respect to the number of Co layers

In Fig. 1 the oscillations of the band-energy contributi
to the magnetic-anisotropy energy with respect to the nu
ber of Co layers are shown for free surfaces of Con on
Cu~100!, capped surfaces, and one particular spacer sys
As one immediately can see from this figure, there seem
be three different regimes of oscillations, namely, for~I! very
thin films (n<4), ~II ! moderately thin films (4,n,10), and
~III ! medium thick to thick films (n>10). Also obvious is
that in regime III the oscillations for free surfaces of Con on
Cu~100! and for the systems with three Cu-spacer layers
indeed very similar in shape and are closely related to
oscillations for the capped surfaces. Set off in scale and
less pronounced are the oscillations for the systems w
Co/Au interfaces. It should be noted that as compared
theoretically calculated oscillations of the interface exchan
energy ~see, e.g., Refs. 19 and 20!, the oscillations of
Ea(n,m) are at least one order of magnitude smaller.

In the inset of Fig. 1 the continuation of the oscillations
the Cu~100!/Con/Cu~100! sandwich systems is shown.
should be recalled that forn.15 the band-energy parts o
the magnetic-anisotropy energy were obtained by using
frozen potential approximation. From this inset one can
that even for rather thick Co slabs the oscillations
Ea(n,m) with respect ton occur as a consequence of a
even or odd number of Co layers, i.e., with a periodicity
two monolayers.

FIG. 1. Band-energy contribution to the magnetic-anisotro
energy as a function of the number of Co layers in Cu~100!/Con ,
Cu~100!/Con/Cu~100!, Cu~100!/AuConAu/Cu~100!, and Cu~100!/
ConCu3Con/Cu~100!. The inset shows the continuation forn>15
for the Cu~100!/Con /Cu~100! systems.
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In Fig. 2 the magnetic dipole-dipole contributio
Edd(n,m) for free and capped surfaces of Con on Cu~100! is
displayed versus the number of Co layers. From this figur
is evident that very little variation with respect to the actu
system, even in the case of Co/Au interfaces, pertains to
quantity: Edd decreases nearly linearly with the number
Co layers. Keeping in mind that the anisotropy energy is
sum ofEa(n,m) andEdd(n,m), it follows from Figs. 1 and
2 that only in the Cu~100!/Con/Cu~100! sandwich and in the
Cu-spacer system~with three spacer layers! with n51, i.e.,
for Co monolayers, the magnetization is perpendicular to
surface, while in all other cases (n>2) the orientation of the
magnetization is in plane. In light of the results shown in F
2, in the following the discussion of the oscillatory behav
of the magnetic-anisotropy energy is confined to the b
part Ea(n,m).

The layer-resolved magnetic moments corresponding
an in-plane orientation of the magnetization are shown
Fig. 3 for the free and capped surfaces forn515 including
also the case with the Co/Au interfaces. Quite clearly
main changes with respect to the Co moment in the ce
layer occur at the interfaces. Figure 3 shows very nicely
effect of different interfaces on the variation of the Co m
ment: The interface Co moment is reduced, both at
Cu/Co and the Au/Co interface, whereas the moment of
second nearest Co layer depends on the kind of interfac
the case of the free surface the moment in the surface lay
substantially enhanced, while in the subsurface layers
moment varies almost like in the Cu~100!/Co15/Cu~100!
sandwich system. It should be noted, however, that in

FIG. 2. Magnetic dipole-dipole energy contribution to th
magnetic-anisotropy energy as a function of the number of Co
ers in Cu~100!/Con , Cu~100!/Con/Cu~100!, and Cu~100!/
AuConAu/Cu~100!.
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FIG. 3. Layer-resolved magnetic moments in Co15 systems.
Only the Co layers are shown.

FIG. 4. Layer-resolved band-energy contributions to t
magnetic-anisotropy energy in Co15 systems. Only the Co layer
are labeled.
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FIG. 5. Layer-resolved band-energy contributions to the magnetic-anisotropy energy for Cu~100!/Con/Cu~100!, n51,2, . . .,15. Only the
Co layers are labeled. Note the different scale for the Co1 and Co3 entries.
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interior of the Co slab the magnetic moment shows we
oscillations with respect to the layer index.

In Fig. 4 for the same systems the layer-resolved ba
energy parts of the magnetic-anisotropy energyEa

p(n,m) are
displayed. As one can see in the case of the free surfa
Ea

p(n,m) oscillates considerably in the Co layers near
surface and then follows very closely the values for
Cu~100!/Co15/Cu~100! sandwich system. In the system wi
the Co/Au interfaces the largest contributions toEa(n,m)
result from the Co layers near the interfaces. For this sys
the variations in the interior of the Co slab are small co
pared to the contributions from the interfaces. Figure 4 ill
trates convincingly the differences in the absolute values
Ea(n,m) at n515 for the systems shown in Fig. 1.

In order to interpret the oscillations ofEa(n,m) with re-
spect to the number of Co layers, theEa

p(n,m) in the
k

d-

es,
e
e

m
-
-

of

Cu~100!/Con/Cu~100! sandwich systems are compiled
Fig. 5 for all Co thicknesses up to 15. Regime I (n<4) and
regime III (n>10) can now be characterized as follows.

In regime I~very thin films! strong interface-interface in
teractions, visually similar to a bonding/antibonding situ
tion, seem to govern the layerwise distribution of the ba
part of the magnetic-anisotropy energy. For an even num
of Co layers, the contributions from the two layers in t
center of the Co film are negative and biggest, while for
odd number of Co layers, the contribution from the cen
layer is substantially positive in value. An even number
Co layers favors an in-plane orientation of the magnetizati
while for an odd number of Co layers the center layer ten
to reverse this trend.

In regime III the main contributions toEa(n,m) arise
from the first three Co layers next to the interface, where
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obviously the~respective! third-nearest Co layer carries th
biggest weight. Although it seems at a first glance that
n.10 the shape of the layer-resolved band-energy contr
tions with respect to the layer index is about the same,
important to note that the variations ofEa

p(n,m) in the inte-
rior of the Co slab actually determine the contribution fro
the Co layer third nearest the interface. If the number of
layers is odd, then the contribution from the Co layer th
nearest the interface is substantially bigger than whenn is
even. Quite obviously, in regime III the oscillations
Ea

p(n,m) with respect to the number of Co layers arise fro
alternating even or odd numbers of Co layers in the inte
of the Co slab (n26). As already stated, this particular fe
ture pertains also for thicker Co slabs~as shown, e.g., in the
inset of Fig. 1!.

By defining for n>6 the following partials sums ove
Co-like Ea

p(n,m), namely, an ‘‘interface’’ contribution
Ea

i f (n,m),

Ea
i f ~n,m!52(

p51

3

Ea
p~n,m!, ~11!

and an ‘‘interior’’ contributionEa
int(n,m),

Ea
int~n,m!5 (

p54

n23

Ea
p~n,m!, ~12!

wherep now labels only the Co layers, it is found that for th
systems shown in Fig. 5Ea

int(n,m) is always positive for an
even number of Co layers and negative for an odd numbe
Co layers. This is shown in Fig. 6, whereEa

i f (n,m) and
Ea

int(n,m) are compared with twice the contribution from th
Co layer third nearest the interface. As one can see, the m
pronounced oscillations with respect to even and odd n
bers of Co layers are found forEa

int(n,m). Their influence on
the contribution from the Co layer third-nearest the interfa
as discussed above, is reflected by the same oscillation
riod. Ea

i f (n,m), in contrast, shows a different behavior. Th
Fig. 6 clearly shows the origin of the oscillations inEa(n,m)
with respect to the number of Co layers, namely, alterna
even and odd numbers of Co layers in the interior of the
slab, and the destructive influence ofEa

i f (n,m) for n<10.
Regime II appears to be an intermediate regime betw

very thin films and medium thick films. Cases withn>8
show a precursor behavior towards regime III, while f
4<n,8 a successive dying out of interface-interface int
actions with increasingn seems to be characteristic.

The other systems displayed in Fig. 1, in particular
spacer systems, follow closely the pattern shown in Fig
For the free surfaces, however, the asymmetry of ba
energy contributions to the magnetic-anisotropy energy n
to the Co/vacuum interface~see also Fig. 4! has to be ac-
counted for as an additional feature. The interface sensiti
of Ea(n,m), shown in Fig. 1, seems to be in rough agre
ment with the results obtained by Cinal and Edwards5 for
fcc~100! Con multilayers with Co/Pd interfaces, althoug
their K1 values do not oscillate characteristically with a p
riod of two monolayers.

The magnetic anisotropyK per unit volume recorded
experimentally21 asKt versus the thicknesst ~5 Å<t<30 Å!
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shows for the Cu/Co systems an almost linear decrease
increasing Co thickness, mapping basically the contributi
of the magnetic dipole-dipole interactions to the magne
anisotropy energy; see Fig. 2. The experimental data22 for
the out-of-plane surface anisotropyks determined for free
surfaces of Con on Cu~100! for n<6 and n510 indicate,
however, an onset of oscillations ofks with the number of
Co layers. Furthermore, a comparison with Con multilayers
on Cu~100! capped by two layers of Cu exhibits that~just as
in Fig. 1! for two to five layers of Co theEa(n,m) versusn
curves seem to be reversed in shape. Although a direct c
parison with the experimental data in Ref. 22 is probably
very useful since for very thin films surface relaxation a
roughness effects matter, these data clearly show the s
kind of pattern as displayed in Fig. 1.

B. Oscillations with respect to the number of Cu-spacer layers

In Fig. 7 the oscillations ofDEa(n,m) @Eq. ~6!# with re-
spect to the number of Cu-spacer layers are shown for th
different values ofn. It should be recalled that only paralle
coupling between the two Co slabs applies and also that
m.15 the frozen potential approximation was used. As o
can see from this figure, for thin spacers, i.e.,m<10, these
oscillations are of about the same order of magnitude as
oscillations with respect to the number of Co layers. F
m.10, however, they converge rather rapidly to the bias
value. Unsurprisingly, the largest and longest outgoing os
lations are seen for monolayers of Co (n51), the smallest

FIG. 6. ‘‘Interior’’ contribution Ea
int(n,m) ~squares!, ‘‘inter-

face’’ contribution Ea
i f (n,m) ~bullets!, and twice the contribution

from the Co layer third nearest the interface~diamonds! as a func-
tion of the number of Co layers in Cu~100!/Con/Cu~100!, n>6. For
definitions, see Eqs.~11! and ~12!.
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14 042 56L. SZUNYOGH et al.
and most confined forn56. Although similar to the case o
the interface exchange coupling of Co slabs separated
Cu spacer, form.10 a period of about five monolayer
seems to be present, its amplitude of less than 0.002 m
however, is too small to be confirmed safely from a dire
representation such as Fig. 7.

For one particular case, namely, forn56, the layer-
resolvedEa

p(n,m) referring to the individual Co slabs ar
shown in Fig. 8 as a function of the number of Cu-spa
layers. As one can see from this figure, form<7 the oscil-
lations in the magnetic-anisotropy energy are mainly cau
by the Co layer neighboring the Cu spacer. For larger val
of m even this particular contribution to the magnet
anisotropy energy dies out very fast. By viewing at a parti
lar value ofm the Ea

p(n,m) values in Fig. 8 arranged with
respect to the number of Co layers, it is easy to see that s
a presentation very closely resembles the Co6 entry in Fig. 5.

C. Discrete „linear… Fourier transformations

Finally, in Fig. 9 examples of discrete~linear! Fourier
transformations@see Eqs.~8!–~10!# are shown. In both pan
els a relative scale for the ordinate is used by display
f 1(q; i )5uF(q; i )u/uF(0;i )u and f 2(q; i )5uDF(q; i )u/
uF(0;i )u versusq ~in units of 2p/d, with d being the inter-
layer spacing!, wherei refers to eithern or m, i.e., referring
to a discrete Fourier transformation keeping either the nu
ber of Cu-spacer layersm or the number of Co layersn
constant. It should be noted that by displayingq in units of

FIG. 7. Relative band-energy contribution to the magne
anisotropy energyDEa(n) as a function of the number of Cu-spac
layersm in Cu~100!/ConCumCon/Cu~100!, n51,4,6.
a

V,
t

r

d
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-
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2p/d, eventual periods in units ofd ~monolayers! are simply
given byq0

21, whereq0 denotes the position of a pronounce
maximum inuF(q; i )u.

In the left panel of Fig. 9 these two functions are pr
sented for the Cu~100!/Con/Cu~100! system, i.e., form50.
Both functions f 1(q;0) and f 2(q;0) show a pronounced
maximum of almost the same value atq51/2. For f 1(q;0)
one can also see the trivial peaks atq50,1, which are mostly
removed inf 2(q;0), i.e., by Fourier transforming the devia
tions of Ea(n,0) from their mean value. Quite obviously i
Cu~100!/Con/Cu~100! the band part of the magnetic
anisotropy energy oscillates with a period of two monola
ers, a feature that was already seen in Fig. 1. The free
faces of Con on Cu~100! and the capped surface with th
Co/Au interfaces differ from the case shown in the left pa
of Fig. 9 only by the amplitude of the peak atq51/2. In all
these cases a period of two monolayers can be deduced
the corresponding Fourier transformation with respect to
number of Co layers. The left panel of Fig. 9 confirms ve
nicely the predictions made using a generalized form of
RKKY interaction.10 Stated oppositely, the asymptotic lim
of the oscillations of the anisotropy energy with respect
the number of Co layers seems, as in the case of inter
exchange coupling, to be governed by a RKKY-type beh
ior. It should be noted that by increasingN in Eq. ~8! only
the value of the maximum inf 1(q,m) and f 2(q,m) is in-
creased; the peak position, however, remains located
q51/2.

-

FIG. 8. Layer-resolved band-energy contributions to t
magnetic-anisotropy energy as a function of the number of
spacer layersm for the left Co slab in Cu~100!/Co6CumCo6/
Cu~100!. Full symbols refer to the Co layers next to the substra
open symbols to those neighboring the Cu spacer.
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FIG. 9. Absolute valuesf 1(q; i ) ~dashed line! and f 2(q; i ) ~full line! of the Fourier transformationsF(q; i ) andDF(q; i ), respectively,
i 5m,n, both scaled byuF(0;i )u and displayed as a function ofq ~in units of 2p/d, whered is the interlayer distance!: left panel, with
respect to the number of Co layersn for Cu~100!/Con/Cu~100!; middle panel, with respect to the number of Cu-spacer layersm for
Cu~100!/Co1CumCo1/Cu~100!; and right panel, f 2(q;1) with respect to the number of Cu-spacer layersm for Cu~100!/
Co1CumCo1/Cu~100! as obtained by excluding the preasymptotic regime.
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For Cu~100!/CoCumCo/Cu~100!, i.e., for n51, the Fou-
rier transformation with respect tom ~Fig. 9, middle panel!
yields no well-developed nontrivial periodicity. The fact th
in the middle panel of Fig. 9 the functionf 2(q;1) is nearly
zero in the whole range ofq clearly demonstrates the rath
rapid convergence ofEa(1,m) with increasingm to the cor-
responding biased valueEa(1,̀ ).

By excluding explicitly the so-called preasymptotic r
gime, i.e., by using as a lower summation index in Eq.~9!,
for example,m>10, and a similarly defined mean valu
^Ea(m)&, peaks inf 2(q;1) ~Fig. 9, right panel! at q50.18
andq50.40 can be traced that correspond in turn to a lo
period of 5.56 monolayers and a short period of 2.5 mo
layers. These periods are in surprisingly good agreem
with those of Bruno and Chappert25 ~2.56 and 5.88 monolay
ers! and Kudrnovsky´ et al.19 ~2.6 and 6.7 monolayers!,
found, however, for the interface exchange coupling of
slabs separated by a Cu spacer and embedded in a Cu~100!
host.

It should be noted that because of the previously m
tioned smallness of the variations inDEa(1,m), the values of
f 2(q;1) in the right panel of Fig. 9 are rather small. Neve
theless, this particular figure shows that the predictions m
recently by Szunyogh and Gyorffy23 concerning the oscilla-
tory behavior of the anisotropy energy of an impurity ne
the surface of a metallic substrate also seem to apply to
g
-
nt

o

-

de

r
a-

ditional spacer systems. As to be expected from Fig. 7,
the other spacer systems, discussed in Sec. III B, sho
similar behavior.

IV. CONCLUSION

In the present paper it was shown that the magne
anisotropy energy of Con multilayers on Cu~100!, because of
its oscillatory band-energy contribution, shows oscillatio
with respect to an increasing number of Co layers. For t
spacer systems additional variations of the magne
anisotropy energy with respect to the number of Cu-spa
layers occur. Considering a general multilayer system s
as Cu~100!/Con1

Cum1
Con2

Cum2
•••, the magnetic-

anisotropy energyea(n1 ,m1 ,n2 ,m2 , . . . ), which is a func-
tion of all slab thicknesses, can therefore show a rather c
plicated oscillatory behavior.

It was also clearly demonstrated that such oscillations
one order of magnitude smaller than those determined th
retically for the interface exchange coupling in the same k
of systems. In accordance with a recent RKKY generali
tion, the oscillations with respect to the number of Co lay
on a Cu~100! substrate show a period of two monolaye
while in Cu-spacer systems viewing the oscillations as
function of the number of Cu-spacer layers, distinct perio
are seen only if the preasymptotic regime is excluded. Th
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periods are similar to the short and long periods found for
interface exchange coupling in Cu~100!/ConCumCon/
Cu~100!. In these kinds of systems the oscillations of t
band part of the magnetic-anisotropy energy with respec
the number Cu-spacer layers rapidly approaches the co
sponding biased value, i.e., the value of a Con multilayer on
Cu~100! with a semi-infinite Cu cap. A similar effect wa
very recently discovered24 for the interlayer exchange cou
pling in Cu~100!/Co1Cum1

Co1/Cum2
, when considering the

interface exchange coupling energy as a function of the
thicknessm2.
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